
Date: 19.09.2018

Agent: MCDONALD LAWSON PTY LTD

Low High

Vealers 210kg to 280kg

Vealers 280kg plus 250 322.2

Young Steers 280kg to 370kg 270 320

Young Steers 370kg to 440kg 284.6

Young Heifers 280kg to 370kg 240 300

Young Heifers 370kg to 440kg

Steers 440kg to 550kg 250 300

Steers 550kg plus

Export Heifers 440kg plus 230 266.2

Light Cows Under 400kg

Medium Cows 400kg to 520kg 170 226.2

Heavy Cows 520kg plus 200 241.2

Heavy Bulls 600kg plus 2021.2 231

MUDGEE CATTLE MARKET REPORT

Numbers increased to 390 cattle this week, up by 225 head. Overall it was a much improved 

yarding. There was increased numbers of supplementry feed or crop fattened yearlings suitable for 

the local trade orders. Buyers had ample to pick from this week, compared to the very light 

numbers of the last couple of weeks. Market was cheaper 10-20 cents. Some handy pens of Angus 

feeder steers light and medium weights. They gained 20-25 cents, quality a factor. There was not 

large numbers of cows penned, however what was yarded were mainly good clean medium or 

prime heavy weights - very few plain cows. Good competition on cows saw values slightly cheaper 

for the best 3-10c/kg, while medium weights cows sold 5-10c/kg dearer. Too few export types to 

gauge an acurate quote. After a few recent storms, restocker cattle met better competition light 

weight Angus steers made to 291.2 cents with Euro Cross steers to 264 cents. Bulls saw no real 

change.
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